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Spectroscopy of heliumlike argon resonance and satellite lines for plasma temperature diagnosti
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The n5221 spectral emission pattern of heliumlike argon, together with the associated satellite emission
originating from lithiumlike argon have been measured with high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy at the Berlin
electron-beam ion trap. The observed line intensity across a wide range of excitation energies was weighted by
an electron-energy distribution to analyze as a function of plasma temperature the line ratios betweenKLL
dielectronic recombination satellites, in particular thej 1z, j, andk satellites, and thew-resonance line. A good
agreement between various theoretical models is found, supporting the method of line-ratio measurement as a
temperature diagnostic for plasmas. A value for the so-calledR-line ratio is determined and calculations with
the HULLAC suite of codes predict it to be electron density independent over a wide range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of characteristic x-ray emission lin
from heliumlike charge states serves as a means to diag
hot plasmas ranging from magnetically confined@1,2# or
laser-produced plasmas, to plasmas of astrophysical obj
such as supernova remnants or solar flares@3–6#. Heliumlike
ions with a well-studied level structure allow the calculati
of atomic rates of recombination and ionization for a varie
of plasma conditions, and the identification of a few distin
line-ratio combinations offers the possibility to determine t
electron temperature or density of the plasma. The use
sensitive ratios for diagnostics is particularly important
x-ray astrophysical observations, where direct probes
plasma density and temperature are impossible@7#. Further,
such spectra from tokamak-fusion devices can provide in
mation on the transport and the spatial distribution of imp
rities, and can be used to detect possible deviations from
Maxwellian energy distribution of the exciting electrons
polarization spectroscopy@8,9#. However, theoretical predic
tions require knowledge of a multitude of accurate cross s
tions and need to be checked by benchmark experiment

The spectrum of He-like ions is dominated by four lin
labeled according to Gabriel@3#: the resonance linew, the
intercombination linesx andy, and the forbidden linez. They
originate from transitions between the 1s2, levels and the
ground state 1s2 1S0 and are plotted in the energy-level di
gram of Fig. 1. These parent emission lines frame the line
satellite transitions of the type 1s22,-1s 2,2,8 that result
from the radiative stabilization of doubly excited states in
Li-like ion. During the stabilization, the additional 2, elec-
tron ~a nonparticipating, so-called spectator electron! per-
turbs the other orbitals by shielding the nuclear charge res
ing in a transition wavelength somewhat longer than tha
the parent transition. The doubly excited states 1s2,2,8 are
predominately formed via the resonant process of die
tronic recombination (KLL resonance!, while the 1s2, lev-
els in the He-like ions are mainly populated by electro
1063-651X/2002/66~6!/066404~9!/$20.00 66 0664
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impact excitation. Observing the intensity ratio of a
individual satellite line to thew-resonance line is sensitive t
the energy of the exciting electron; the ratio is a decreas
function of the electron temperature. The measuremen
unblended line ratios provides thereby information about
temperature of the plasma. Particularly suited for diagno
purposes are the strongj (1s22p 2P3/2-1s2p2 2D5/2) and k
(1s22p 2P1/2-1s2p2 2D3/2) satellites, which cannot be ex
cited directly from the ground state of the Li-like ion throug
promotion of an innershell electron. However, for the arg
system investigated here, thej and z lines are separated b
only 0.2 mÅ and cannot be spectrally resolved in a Maxwe
ian plasma. This leaves the measurement of thek satellite to
the w-resonance line ratio as the most useful diagnostic.

FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram of He-like Ar161 and Li-like
Ar151 limited to transitions discussed in this paper. The level ene
is plotted relative to the ground state 1s2 1S0 of Ar161.
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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Argon is frequently employed in fusion devices, since
can easily be injected in controlled quantities, efficien
pumped out and serves as a tracer for plasma condit
diagnosing the ion temperature by Doppler broadening m
surements@10# and plasma rotation profiles by looking
Doppler shifts of x-ray lines@11#. Further, argon is used as
coolant of the plasma edge in the divertor region for prese
day tokamak machines@12#. The range of electron tempera
tures, where heliumlike argon is significantly abundant l
between 0.5 and 3.5 keV, covering a wide range of opera
conditions such as central plasma temperatures in med
size tokamaks, e.g., the Torus Experiment for Technol
Oriented Research~TEXTOR-94! @8#, and temperatures ob
tained in outer regions of large machines such as the J
European Torus~JET! @13#. While in such a plasma, the ex
citation is accomplished by a broad distribution of electr
energies, usually a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, leadi
to the simultaneous emission of the directly excited re
nance line and the dielectronic satellites, in the electron-b
ion trap, ~EBIT! the ions are excited by a monoenerge
electron beam. By sweeping the electron-beam energy,
possible to probe the trapped ion inventory, and, toge
with high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy, isolate certa
electron-ion interactions. This allows the level-specific m
surement of wavelength, excitation energy and strength
individual transitions. To evaluate line ratios for a plasm
the intensities from EBIT have to be folded with a functio
weighting the contribution according to the electron-ene
distribution.

Dielectronic satellites and resonance lines of He-like
gon have been studied in previous EBIT investigations
cusing on the measurement of then5321 lines @14# and
more recently on the extraction of precise wavelengths
identify the spectral lines@15#. Here, we present results fo
the satellitesj andk of He-like Ar, which are of considerable
interest in tokamak research, expressed by the measurem
at Alto Campo Torus~Alcator C, C-Mod! @1,11# and Toka-
mak Fontenay-aux-Roses~TFR! @10#. A recent study com-
paring the abundance of highly charged argon ions in J
tokamak and the Oxford EBIT@16# underlines the impor-
tance of x-ray emission spectra.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The radiation pattern emitted by heliumlike argon w
investigated by high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy using
Berlin electron-beam ion trap@17#. EBIT employs a magneti-
cally compressed electron beam to produce, confine, and
cite highly charged ions. The electron beam has a diamete
70 mm and a density of 331012 cm23 with a typical energy
spread of 50 eV for the 90-mA current at 5-keV energy us
in this experiment. Argon gas is continuously fed into t
trap from a differentially pumped gas injector intersecti
the electron beam. The charge state distribution is optimi
for heliumlike argon by monitoring the x rays emitted durin
the radiative recombination process with beam electrons.
cording the evolution of the x-ray intensity for EBIT param
eters such as trap depth, injected neutral argon density,
ionization energy, the time required to achieve maxim
06640
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heliumlike argon abundance is found. For a 5-keV-ener
90-mA-current electron beam and axial trapping potentia
200 V, the charge state distribution is dominated by Ar161

after 200 ms, with a pressure reading of 731026 Pa in the
gas-injection pump step. This preparation of the trap inv
tory initializes each experiment sequence, which consist
a 20-ms period probing the argon ions and measuring
radiation followed by a 20-ms-reionization period. The s
quence was repeated 80 times before the trap was dump
prevent the accumulation of high-Z background ions and
starting a new cycle ionizing to a fresh trap inventory.

The main experiment is conducted in two parts. In t
first part, detailed information on the dielectronic resonan
structures and the thresholds for direct excitation is obtain
After the preparation period, the monoenergetic elect
beam is quickly ramped between 1.9- and 3.9-keV ene
during the 20-ms probing period to examine the heliuml
argon ions and sample all the radiating processes of rec
bination and excitation with high-resolution spectrosco
The slew rate of 100 eV/ms ensures that the investiga
dielectronic resonances only alter the abundance of heli
like argon by less than 1%. X rays are dispersed with
vacuum flat-crystal spectrometer reflecting the photons
cording to Bragg’s law from a 75345 mm2 polished
1011-quartz plate (2d56.6862 Å), and the spectral infor
mation is recorded with a position-sensitive proportion
counter. The spectrometer reaches a resolving powe
l/Dl>2000, necessary to distinguish thej and k satellites
of theKLL resonance. For every detected x ray, the posit
on the detector and the time during the ramp is recorded
an event-mode data acquisition system. This technique
vides information on the wavelength of the x ray as a fun
tion of the exciting electron-beam energy. The data can
summarized with a scatter plot as shown in Fig. 2. The p
cess of dielectronic recombination into then52 level

FIG. 2. Scatter plot of He-like and Li-like argon shown as wav
length of x-ray transitions as a function of the exciting electro
beam energy. Dielectronic satellite resonances appear as spo
ranged in vertical groups according to the quantum number of
recombined electron. Directly excited transitions manifest as h
zontal lines above threshold.
4-2
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SPECTROSCOPY OF HELIUMLIKE ARGON RESONANCE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066404 ~2002!
(KLL) of He-like argon producing the strong satellitesj, k, r,
q and s, t occurs at about 2.22-keV excitation ener
~electron-beam energy!. The satellites come into sight as ve
tical groups and can be well separated from theKLM and
higher resonances, which converge to the threshold of di
excitation for thew line at 3.14 keV. Above threshold,w, x,
y, andz as well asq manifest as horizontal lines. The latte
appears through direct excitation of an innershell electron
the ground state of Li-like argon. In Fig. 2, only those tra
sitions show up, where then52 electron stabilizes the dou
bly excited states 1s2,n,8. Stabilization from highern lev-
els results in larger transition energies and, equivalen
smaller wavelengths (n5321 transitions show up a
3.4 Å). A weak trace of Be-like satellites appears at 4.02
and of Li-like n5423 satellites at 3.95 Å.

In a conventional one-dimensional spectrum, the vari
satellite intercombination and resonance lines cannot be
separated, as demonstrated in Fig. 3~a! by projecting all re-
corded x-ray events onto the wavelength axis. This inform
tion is similar to a typical spectrum obtained from a tokam
plasma~see e.g., Ref.@8#, Fig. 2!. The dielectronic recombi-
nation ~DR! satellites withn.2 merge into a tail at thew
line, and thej satellite cannot be separated from the forb
den linez. The various intensity contributions can only b

FIG. 3. Spectra of heliumlike argon. In~a! all the recorded x-ray
intensity of Fig. 2 is projected onto the wavelength axis merging
lines of all different excitation processes into a one-dimensio
spectrum. The spectrum of~b! shows only the lines arising from
dielectronic recombination into then52 level (KLL), whereas in
~c! the lines emitted after direct excitation at 3.3-keV electron-be
energy are extracted. Lines are labeled according to Gabriel’s n
tion @3#.
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disentangled by fitting peak functions to the spectrum. Ho
ever, with EBIT it is possible to obtain wavelength dispe
sive spectra for distinct excitation energies as visualized
Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!.

In the second part of the experiment, the electron beam
raised in eight steps of 2.56-ms duration from 3.8 to 1
keV to sample the radiation emitted after direct excitati
over an extended range of excitation energies. Since the
tensity of thew, x, y, z, andq lines decreases smoothly we
above threshold as a function of the excitation energy, i
sufficient to probe the radiation at certain intervals and int
polate between them. Additionally, when rate coefficients
a plasma are calculated, the relative contribution of the l
intensity at high excitation energies is reduced due to weig
ing with the energy-distribution function. Together with th
information from the first part of the experiment, these d
points provide excitation functions starting at the thresh
energy and reaching up to 16 keV, from which line ratios c
be extracted.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

In a plasma, the rate coefficient for an electron-ion int
action processi is given as a probability or strength of exc
tation weighted by the energy distribution of the excitin
electrons,

a i~Te!5^ves
i&5E

0

`

ve~E!s i~E! f e~E,Te!dE. ~1!

The strength of excitation is expressed by the cross sec
s i(E) at an electron energyE corresponding to the velocity
ve(E). This cross section is to be folded with the probabil
f e(E,Te) of finding in a plasma of electron temperatureTe
an electron with energyE. f e(E,Te) in a plasma follows a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

On the other hand, in EBIT ions are excited by a mono
ergetic electron beam of densityne(E) and the intensity
I i(E) of a spectral line emitted as a result of an electron-
interactioni can be expressed by

I i~E!5ve~E!ne~E!s i~E!nq . ~2!

From this relation, we see that with EBIT, one can meas
the rate of an excitation processve(E)s i(E) by recording
the intensityI i(E) normalized tone(E)nq , wherenq is the
ion density:

ve~E!s i~E!5
I i~E!

ne~E!nq
. ~3!

By quickly changing EBIT’s electron-beam energy, the ra
of processes can be measured as a function of excita
energy for a given population of ions. Folding the measu
excitation function withf e(E,Te) and integrating overE, we
can calculate the rate coefficient for excitation at a tempe
ture Te :

a i~Te!5^ves
i&5E

0

` I i~E!

ne~E!nq
f e~E,Te!dE. ~4!
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BIEDERMANN, RADTKE, AND FOURNIER PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066404 ~2002!
We emphasize that the spectral information obtained w
EBIT can be weighted with any given distribution functio
Thereby, for instance, the effect of a non-Maxwelli
electron-energy distribution ona i can be studied. Sweepin
EBIT’s electron beam between 1.9 and 16 keV samples
resonant and nonresonant radiation processes contributin
the excitation of heliumlike argon. Since in the present
periment, the electron-beam currentI e is kept constant dur-
ing the beam-energy ramp, the electron density varies
ne(E);1/AE. This energy dependence can be combin
with the Maxwellian distributionf e(E,Te) to yield a weight
function G(E,Te)5G0AE fe(E,Te), with G0 containing
constant factors and the electron-beam current. The me
of data sampling and analysis is similar to the one previou
applied to obtain information on the radiation cooling rate
krypton @18#.

Because the measurement of absolute line intensitie
hampered by the problem of knowing the precise density
ions emitting the radiation and absolute detection efficienc
of the spectroscopic equipment, it is common to norma
the recorded intensity. Relating the satellite intensity to
w-resonance line appears natural, since thew line is brightest
within the spectrum and is proportional to the number
heliumlike argon ions, from which the dielectronic satellit
originate. For line ratios between a satellitei and the reso-
nance linew, we obtain with Eq.~4! the expression

i

w
5

a i

aw U
Te

5
I i~Ei !G~Ei ,Te!

E
Emin

Emax
I w(E)G(E,Te)dE

, ~5!

where the detected intensity of the satellitei with a resonance
energyEi already integrates over the excitation energy, sin
the width of EBIT’s electron-beam energy (;50 eV full
width at half maximum! is much wider than the intrinsic
width of the dielectronic resonance line. The integration li
its for thew line are given by the threshold energy for dire
excitation (Emin) and the maximum energy of the ram
(Emax). For this investigation,Emax was limited to 16 keV
because the weight function for plasma temperatures, w
heliumlike argon is abundant suppresses intensity contr
tions at higher energies to negligible contributions. Cutt
off the integration of the weighted line intensity at 16-ke
excitation energy for a 3-keV-plasma temperature redu
the aw contribution by only 0.6%.

The line radiation resulting from the excitation of an io
population with an electron beam is observed with a sp
trometer and recorded on a detector. These experimenta
culiarities modify the perceived intensity and can be e
pressed by an instrumental response functionDi including
the solid angle, collection efficiency, and diffraction prope
ties as well as emission characteristics of the radiation
effects of polarization. The observed intensity of a lineI obs

i

5DiI i is reduced due to the spectrometer response. At 90
the electron beam, the intensityI (90°)5I uu1I' can be split
into components polarized parallel and perpendicular to
electron-beam direction used as reference axis. After diffr
tion by a crystal for analysis, the observed intensity is
06640
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I obs5Vh~ I uuRuu1I'R'!, ~6!

whereRuu ,R' are the integrated reflectivities of the respe
tive polarization directions,V includes the geometry with
the solid angle of acceptance of the spectrometer, andh is
the detection efficiency accounting for the transmission
foils and absorption in the detector gas. Further, it has to
taken into account that the line radiation originating fro
electric dipole transitions, such as the lines investigated h
are excited by a directed electron beam. In this case the
line intensity I averaged over 4p relates with the intensity
observed at 90° viaI /4p5I (90°)(32P)/3 @19#. The degree
of polarizationP is defined asP5(I uu2I')/(I uu1I') with a
specific value for each transition and varying with energy
the exciting electron. The instrumental response functionDi

linking the observed intensityI obs
i to the total intensityI i of

a line i is then given by

Di5
3Vh

2~32P!
RuuF11P1~12P!

R'

Ruu
G . ~7!

The geometrical factorV is the same for all investigate
lines and cancels out when determining line ratios. The e
ciency h varies slightly, by 1.9%, between detecting th
x-ray energies of thew line and thej satellite according to
photo-absorption cross sections of Ref.@20#. Similarly, the
integrated reflectivityRuu is constant within less than 1% fo
the investigated wavelength range, while the reflectivity ra
R' /Ruu increases by 10%. Values for the reflectivities of t
quartz crystal are taken from theoretical calculations m
available at Ref.@21#. The polarizations for the satellite line
are tabulated by Inal and Dubau@22#. The polarization de-
gree of the resonance line excited by a monoenergetic e
tron beam is predicted to vary with the energy from 0.53
excitation threshold~3.14 keV! to 0.58 at 4.2 keV energy
falling off to a value of 0.25 at 16 keV using scaled valu
for heliumlike iron @22,23#. A minor reduction of the polar-
ization of electric dipole transitions due to a deviation fro
the unidirectional electron collisions caused by the therma
induced transverse electron velocity component is not
counted for in the analysis, since the contribution is shown
be small for typical EBIT operating conditions@24#.

The measured intensity of a lineI obs is extracted from
two-dimensional scatter-plot data like the one presented
Fig. 2 by projecting the number of observed photons withi
narrow wavelength range specific for the particular transit
onto the electron-beam energy axis. Thereby, the intensit
a region is summed along the wavelength axis resulting
one-dimensional spectra representing the excitation funct
Satellite lines manifest as peaked distributions fitted to
voigt profile to determine the observed satellite intensity. F
lines extending over a large beam-energy range, such as
w-resonance line, additional data to the one presented in
2 has been obtained at distinct electron-beam energies
provides supporting points to fit excitation functions over
wide range of energies. These measured number of pho
are corrected for the spectrometer response, weighted
cording to the plasma temperature and integrated fr
threshold toEmax to determine the rate of the process.
4-4
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TABLE I. Line ratio R5z/(x1y) for heliumlike argon. Comparison of values from EBIT facilities and
tokamak experiment with theoretical predictions. In the EBIT experiment, the electron-beam energyEe

57 keV and the currentI e . Te marks the electron temperature of the Maxwellian-distributed plasma.

Data source R5z/(x1y) ne (cm23) Remark

NIST-EBIT 1.0960.3 231012 I e559.8 mA
Berlin EBIT 1.3860.25 331012 I e590 mA
Alcator C 1.21 1.531014 Te51.4 keV
Pradhan 1.3 101121015 Te51.4 keV
HULLAC basic 1.03 331012 Te52 keV
HULLAC 2hn 1.37 331012 Te52 keV
HULLAC col 1.35 331012 Te52 keV
HULLAC 2hn 1.37 131010 Te52 keV
HULLAC 2hn 1.30 1.531014 Te51.5 keV
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IV. LINE RATIOS

A. Density-dependent ratios

One of the most commonly used line ratios in astroph
ics is to derive information from then5221 x-ray emission
of heliumlike ions is the ratio of the forbidden linez and the
intercombination linesx andy, calledR5z/(x1y), which is
predicted to be sensitive to the electron density@25#. How-
ever, this sensitivity, which is caused by collisional trans
from the metastable 1s2s3S1 level to 1s2p 3PJ levels, is
only efficient for light elements (Z,12) at densities relevan
for fusion experiments (ne;1013 cm23). For heliumlike ar-
gon, we extract from our EBIT measurements a value oR
51.3860.25 for an electron density of 3•1012 cm23 calcu-
lated from the electron-beam current and the estimated b
radius. This value agrees with the theoretical ratioR51.3
using excitation rates by Pradhan@1#, which for argon is
independent of density up tone51015 cm23. In Table I, we
compare theR value and find consent with a measuremen
the NIST-EBIT @7# using a microcalorimeter with lower re
solving power of the argon lines and a value from the Alca
C tokamak@1#. Further, predictions by theHULLAC package
~detailed in the following sections! are listed and demon
strate the importance to include the two-photon decay of
1s2s1S0 level to the ground state~HULLAC 2hn). The cal-
culation including collisional data of Keenanet al. @26#
~HULLAC col! has only a minor influence. Predictions atne
51010 cm23 and 1015 cm23 differ only marginally and un-
derline the insensitivity ofR in the case of argon.

B. Temperature-dependent-ratio theory

In what follows, we compare calculated ratios of inten
ties of Li-like dielectronic satellite lines to the He-lik
w-resonance line as a function of plasma electron temp
ture. Application of our argon models has been previou
reported for the case of dielectronic and innershell-exc
satellites to the Ar161 n5321 line in a high-density laser
produced plasma@27#. We compare ratios calculated in bo
the zero-density or coronal limit, and full collisiona
radiative~CR! ratios to our measured data. For the low de
sities obtained in EBITs, we find that the predictions of t
two cases differ by less than 10%.Ab initio atomic structure
06640
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data for the lithiumlike, heliumlike, and hydrogenlike iso
electronic sequences of Ar have been generated using
HULLAC @28–32# suite of codes. All singly and doubly ex
cited energy levels with principal quantum numbern<6
have been treated.

The ionic transition rates above, including the autoion
ation rates from the Li- to He-like and He-like to H-like ion
as well as direct, impact ionization, and radiative recombi
tion rate coefficients, are used to construct the CR rate
trix,

dnj

dt
5(

i
niXi→ j2nj(

i
Xj→ i , ~8!

wherenj is the population in levelj, andXi→ j is the total rate
for transitions between levelsi and j. The inverse of each
ionization process, namely, dielectronic attachment a
three-body recombination, have been found by enforcing
tailed balance. Radiative recombination from and collisio
ionization to the bare nucleus Ar181 is also included in the
rate matrix. The relative populations of the four charge sta
and the population in each level of each ion are then foun
the steady state. The resulting collisional-radiative line em
sion « i j for each He- and Li-like transition is found at th
specific transition wavelength,l0, for a given temperature
and density,

« i j ~l0!5niAi j , ~9!

whereni is the ~relative! population in the upper level an
Ai j is the radiative transition rate from leveli to level j. Our
steady-state CR intensities are then used to calculate
ratios of the Li-like Ar151 satellites to the Ar161 resonance
line w.

In the low-density limit, i.e., the coronal approximatio
the lithiumlike satellites to the heliumlike resonance lin
investigated here can be created by two mechanisms, in
shell electron-impact excitation followed by radiative sta
lization or dielectronic recombination from the heliumlik
ion. At EBIT’s density, thej andk satellites discussed below
can only be excited through dielectronic recombination. T
emissivity of a line from levelj of ion q excited by electron-
impact excitation is given by
4-5
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« IE5nenqC~Te!b j , f , ~10!

wherene andnq are the electron and ion densities,C(Te) is
the impact excitation rate coefficient, andb j , f is the radiative
branching ratio from the upper level of the observed tran
tion,

b j , f5
Aj , f

rad

(
i

Aj ,i
auto1(

f
Aj , f

rad
. ~11!

The sum overi in Eq. ~11! runs over all levels in the nex
higher ion reachable from levelj by autoionization, and the
sum overf runs over all bound levels reachable fromj by
radiative decay.

The emissivity«DR of a lithiumlike satellite excited by
dielectronic recombination can be expressed as

«DR5nen161F1~Te!F2~ j , f !, ~12!

where all the temperature dependence is contained in

F1~Te!5
1

2 S 4pa0
2R

Te
D 3/2

exp~2DEi , j /Te!, ~13!

wherea0 is the Bohr radius,R is the Rydberg energy con
stant, andDEi , j is the capture energy of the free electro
i.e., the energy difference between the 1s2 level and a
1sn,n8,8 level. The satellite-intensity factor due to diele
tronic recombination from leveli of ion (q11) via levelj of
ion q to level f is given by

F2~ j , f !5
gj

gi
Aj ,i

autob j , f , ~14!

where theg’s are the statistical weights of the intermedia
~autoionizing! and initial ~recombining! levels, andAj ,i

auto is
the rate of autoionization from levelj to level i.

In the limit, where all the excitation arises from the H
1s2 state, a lithiumlike dielectronic satellite line (j→ f ) and
the corresponding heliumlike resonance line~w! can be used
as a convenient temperature diagnostic of the local pla
conditions by dividing Eq.~12! by Eq. ~10!,

«DR
j f

« IE
w

5
F1~Te!F2~ j , f !

Cw~Te!
, ~15!

where the branching ratio for the heliumlike resonance lin
assumed to be 1. This ratio is independent of the ioniza
balance between the He- and Li-like ions, and is also in
pendent of the electron density. For the densities of EB
and tokamak plasmas, Eq.~15! is a good approximation o
the satellite to resonance line intensity ratio. We compare
diagnostic ratio computed by Eq.~15! using the autoioniza-
tion data generatedab initio with RELAC @30,31# to the same
ratio computed with the autoionization rates of Chen@33#.
For both thek and j satellite lines, theRELAC autoionization
rates are;4% larger than those of Chen, a difference mu
less than the error bars on the present measurements.
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Figure 4~a! compares three collisional-radiative calcul
tions of thek/w ratio, and it is clear that the prediction of th
k/w ratio is insensitive to the assumptions made in the
model. Two of the curves in Fig. 4~a! overlay each other,
these curves were computed with theHULLAC model as de-
scribed above, and with atomic potentials and additio
high-n cascade channels as described in Ref.@34#. The
electron-impact excitation data in the basicHULLAC model
for the He-like Ar161 ions has also been modified with th
R-matrix calculations of Ref.@26#. From the trace labeled
‘‘ HULLAC C’’ in Fig. 4~a!, it is obvious that the collisiona
excitation rates as given byHULLAC are very close to Keenan
et al.’s data. Finally, the uppermost trace in Fig. 4~a! shows
the zero-density-limitk/w ratio computed using Chen’s dat
@33# in Eq. ~15!. The difference between the basicHULLAC

CR value for EBIT and the value of the ratio given by E
~15! ranges from<10% to ;15% as the temperature in
creases. Figure 4~b! shows the effect on the CR calculation
of increasing density. The four traces in the figure are, fr
top to bottom, the zero-density-limit~labeledne50) ratio

FIG. 4. ~a! Comparison of thek/w line ratio calculated with
different theoretical models as function of the plasma tempera
for an electron density ofne51012 cm23. The data using only
HULLAC-calculated collisional excitation rates@32# ~HULLAC A) and
the calculation employing slightly different atomic potentials a
radiative cascade models~HULLAC B) fall right on top of each other.
In a third calculation, the collision data of Keenanet al. @26# ~HUL-

LAC C) are substituted for a few transitions in theHULLAC model.
Also shown is the zero-density-limit ratio found using Chen’s D
data @33# ~Chen!. ~b! Comparison of the basicHULLAC CR model
results for three densities, showing how collisional processes
cascades have only a small effect on thek/w ratio. Also shown is
the zero-density-limit ratio (ne50).
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SPECTROSCOPY OF HELIUMLIKE ARGON RESONANCE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066404 ~2002!
with HULLAC autoionization data and the basicHULLAC CR
calculations at 1011, 1012, and 1013 cm23. The CR ratio at
1012 cm23 differs from the low-density limit by' 10%, and
a change of two orders of magnitude in density in the
calculation results in a decrease of nearly 15% in the p
dicted ratios. The'10% range of uncertainty in our theore
ical treatments of thej /w andk/w ratios is less than the erro
bars on the measurements below.

C. Temperature-dependent-ratio results

In the following, we concentrate on line ratios that i
volve dielectronic satellites. An obvious choice is the ratio
the sum of the satellitej and the forbidden linez normalized
to the resonance linew. These lines are resolved with mode
detection effort and their resonance strength leads to la
intensities. Since thej and thez lines blend for the argon
system and cannot be separated with common spectrosc
techniques, they are usually treated together. We have
tracted the line ratio of (j 1z)/w from our measurement b
summing thej satellite and the integratedz intensity. The
result is plotted as a function of the plasma temperature
Fig. 5~a!. For a plasma temperature ofTe51.25 keV TFR
@10# reports a ratio (j 1z)/w50.56, which is close to a the
oretical value of 0.5 calculated by Bely-Dubauet al. @35# and
agrees with the experimental value of the Berlin EBIT. T
line ratio (j 1z)/w shows only a weak temperature depe
dence above about 1 keV, since the contribution of thj
satellite becomes less important for higherTe as compared to
the nearly constant relative intensities of thez andw lines.

Apart from the statistical uncertainty in the observed li
intensity as a primary source of error, there are possible
tematic errors. For the polarization and the reflectivity of t
x-ray crystal, the uncertainties amount to about 2% acco
ing to the literature. A variation in the absolute value of t
reflectivity caused by the imperfection of material used h
or suppressing the energy-dependent polarization degre
the resonance line results, however, only in minor chang
the line-ratio value, due to the partial compensation of
weighting function at high energies. A further source of u
certainty may arise from the variation of the trap conditio
and the overlap between the electron beam and the ion c
during the sweep of the beam energy. Estimating the cha
of the charge balance using theoretical resonance stre
shows it to be constant within 1% for the short period of t
energy ramp. Since the electron-beam current is kept fi
during the ramp, the electron density varies as function
beam energy, which is accounted for in the weight functi
but also might change the beam-ion overlap and, thereby
line intensity. Our simulations of the trap inventory sugg
that the overlap increases slightly when the electron-be
energy is swept to higher values introducing an error of l
than 15% in accordance with measurements@36#. Adding the
uncertainties with their statistical weights, we arrive at
value of 17% for the (j 1z)/w line ratio.

An EBIT experiment with its versatile monoenerge
electron beam has the unique possibility to differentiate
diation processes according to their excitation energy.
sampling the x rays emitted from the ions as a function of
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exciting electron beam, the wavelength blend of the satell
andz line can be separated. Using this method and a rece
developed technique to simulate a Maxwellian plasma, l
ratios of theKLL satellites to thew resonance were deter
mined at the Lawrence Livermore National Laborato
~LLNL ! EBIT by Savinet al. @36# for argon. Since the di-
electronic satellites involving then52 level have not been
individually resolved in that experiment, they are treated
one feature(n52

sat 5a1b1c1d1 j 1k1 l 1q1r . The ratio
of the sum of then52 satellites to the resonance line
shown in Fig. 5~b!, together with a theoretical predictio
using rate coefficients of Chen@33# and our measured values
In contrast to the method presented here for the Berlin EB
experiment, which weights the spectroscopic line intensi
with the appropriate electron-energy distribution for a cert
plasma temperature, the LLNL-technique probes the trap
ion inventory by quickly ramping the energy and the curre

FIG. 5. Line ratios of dielectronic satellites to thew-resonance
line of argon. Experimental values obtained from measuremen
the Berlin EBIT and folded according to the plasma temperature
compared to measurements at tokamak facilities~TFR @10#, Alcator
C @1#!, the LLNL-EBIT @36#, and theoretical predictions@1,33,35#.
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BIEDERMANN, RADTKE, AND FOURNIER PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066404 ~2002!
of the electron beam as a function of time to simulate
time-averaged Maxwell-Boltzmann electron-energy distrib
tion. The two different methods to obtain information on lin
ratios show the same trend as a function ofTe and follow the
theoretical prediction.

Our combination of high-resolution spectroscopy with
EBIT experiment provides the possibility to disentangle
line blend ofj 1z by observing spectra at different excitatio
energies of the electron beam and resolving thej line from
other satellite transitions. The line ratio of the individuaj
satellite to thew-resonance line is plotted as a function of t
plasma temperature in Fig. 5~c!. The experimental data
points follow, within the error bars, theoretical calculatio
using the autoionization rates of Chen@33# andHULLAC col-
lisional excitation rate coefficients@32# @Eq. ~15!#, and a CR
calculation@Eq. ~9!# at ne51012 cm23, with cascades from
levels withn<6, using onlyHULLAC data. For lower plasma
temperatures, the measured values seem to fit best with
HULLAC predictions, while Chen’s data predict larger lin
ratios. At the higher plasma temperatures, the trend is
versed, which might indicate a different contribution fro
cascades into the upper level of thew line in the HULLAC

calculation.
Further, we have measured and extracted the line r

between thek satellite and thew-resonance line as a functio
of the plasma temperature. Thek/w line ratio is plotted in
Fig. 5~d! and compared to experimental values obtained
the AlcatorC tokamak and a calculated value using exci
tion rates by Pradhan@1#. In the temperature rang
1 –2.5 keV, theoretical calculations of the line ratio using
HULLAC package and using the DR data by Chen@33# mark
the functional trend that is followed by the Berlin EBIT me
surement and display slight deviations similar to those s
in the j /w ratio. Thek/w ratio shows a much stronger tem
perature dependence than the (j 1z)/w ratio, which results in
a more accurate determination of the plasma tempera
from the measuredk/w line ratio. While an uncertainty o
17% in the (j 1z)/w ratio leads to a 15% error in obtainin
the plasma temperature aroundTe52 keV, this can be im-
proved by using thek satellite to resonance line ratio. With
modest accuracy of 13% in the measuredk/w ratio, which is
the total experimental uncertainty, the value for the plas
temperature is fixed to within 5%. This sensitivity is impo
tant for consideration in plasma diagnostic applicatio
E.

ie
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where a maximum response in the measured line ratio
desirable. The wavelength separation of thek line from all
other spectral features in heliumlike argon allows also
extraction of thek/w line ratio from tokamak spectra with
modest spectroscopic effort and establishes thek/w ratio as
plasma-temperature diagnostic.

V. CONCLUSION

We have measured with an EBIT the wavelength-resol
KLL dielectronic recombination satellite and direc
excitation process of heliumlike argon as a function of ex
tation energy. From the intensity ratio of individual satellit
to the resonance line folded with the energy distribution
the exciting electrons, the plasma temperature can be d
mined. For the comparison with tokamak experiments a
theoretical predictions, a Maxwell-Boltzmann energy dist
bution is assumed here. However, from the data informa
on possible deviations from the Maxwellian can also be p
vided. In particular, the ratio of thek satellite to the
w-resonance line is well suited for electron-temperature
agnostics, since their distinct lines are easily resolved
spectroscopy and the line ratio is a steep function of temp
ture. The measured line ratios are in good agreement w
results obtained at tokamak facilities and are supported
HULLAC-predicted collisional excitation rates. Modification
of the calculation by employing different atomic potentia
and radiative cascade models or different collision data sh
only a minor influence on the line ratio, which cannot
distinguished within the experimental uncertainty. Similar
the electron density has only a small effect on the line ra
The experimental value for the line ratioR is in agreement
with theoretical predictions and theHULLAC model including
the two-photon decay from the 1s2s1S0 level to 1s2, which
shows no density dependence.
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